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Measuring Progress towards RES Objectives 

 
 
1. Introduction 

 
This technical paper  provides  a detai led description of the framework of 
indicators and targets used to measure progress in the Regional Economic  
Strategy for the East Midlands, ‘ A Flourishing Region’.  The overarching aim of 
this framework is to ensure optimal al ignment between activit y going forwards 
and the regional priorities set out in the new RES.1  The approach is modelled on 
that used successfully to support the development of the East Midlands Regional 
Skills Partnership, the esp, in 2004 – an approach that has received wide support 
from partners, been replicated in other regions and stimul ated significant interest 
in Government. The framework has bee n developed in partn ership with Anne  
Green, Principal Res earch Fellow at th e Warwick  Institute of Employ ment 
Research.  
 
We conclude by identifying a number of i ndicators that are drawn from official 
sources and hav e been ass essed against the principles  of ‘good practice’ 
discussed in Section 2 of this paper. In th e interest of simplicit y, no more than 
two indicat ors have been select ed for each RES Strategic Priority. Targets are 
suggested for the period 2006- 9. The rationales under pinning all of the targets 
are explained with reference to the latest available baseline and trend data. 
 
1.1 Existing Targets and Measures 
 
The vision for 2020 builds on the Top 20 am bition set out in the region’s previous 
economic strategies. The region has embr aced the v ision to be ‘one of Europe’s  
top 20 regions by 2010’, measured against a ba sket of economic and 
environmental indices. R egional progress  has also been measured aga inst the 
Government’s targets as well as the targ ets set against specific actions in the 
first and second Regional Economic Strategies: “ Prosperity through People” and 
“Destination 2010”.  
 
emda has committed to continue to measure progress against the “Top 20” index 
until 2010. Seven years on fr om the setting of this am bition, we have a hugely  
improved evidence base, a very clear under standing of the characteristics of and 
challenges facing the r egion and new priorities and oppor tunities have emerged. 

 
1 This frame work i s based on pri nciples descri bed i n guidance documents including ‘Choosing 
The Right FABRIC: A Framework for Performance Information’ published jointly by HM Treasury, 
Cabinet Office, Natio nal A udit Office, A udit Commi ssion an d the  Office fo r National Statistics 
(March 2001) and as u pdated in ‘ Setting Key Targets for Executive Agencies: A Guide’ (HMT, 
Cabinet Office & NAO, November 2003).  
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It is therefore time to review our tar gets to ensure they reflect and drive our  
ambitions for 2020.   
 
1.2 The New Performance Management Framework and Indicator Hierarchy 
 
To measure our vision for 2020 we  have developed a new performance 
management framework illustrated in Chart 1. 
 

Chart 1: Performance Management Framework 
 

 
 
At the top level of the framework, we have develo ped, for the first time, a 
measure to gauge our  progress towards the wider vis ion of a flourishing region.  
A groundbreaking c omposite measure of economic well being is included – the 
Regional Index of Sust ainable Economic  Wellbei ng (Regional ISEW). 2 This  
enables us  to take ac count of factors su ch as the value of voluntary work, the 
costs of pollution, the quality of the natural environment and the costs of crime. It 
enables the region to measure its aspirati ons to ensure that economic growth 
and increased productivity are shared for the benefit of the w hole region, that 
disparities within the r egion are being addressed and that our ambitions for 
increasingly cohesive, inclusive and participative communities are being fulfilled.  
 
Regional ISEW has been developed with emda by a team from the University of  
Surrey and the New Economic s Foundation. This team includes  Professor Tim  
Jackson ( Professor of Sustainable Devel opment at the University of Surrey, 
Chair of the Economics Steering Gr oup of the Government's Sustainable 
Development Commission and a member of  the UK Round Table on Sustainable 

                                                 
2 New Economics Foundation and the University of Surrey ‘Interim report on the feasibility of 
constructing a regional Measure of Domestic Progress (MDP) for EMDA’, August 2005 
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Consumption), Nic Marks (Head of Well being Research, NEF) and Nat McBride 
(an independent statistician).  
 
Central to measuring our progress will remain our key economic ind icators.  
Therefore the second tier presents two high level out come measures - GVA per 
hour worked (the most appropriat e measure of productivity at regional level) and 
the employment rate for the population of working age.  These will provide the 
overarching context. We have combined t hese measures into a single set  of 
targets providing a framew ork which will enable the regi on to t rack progress in 
terms of our overall economic aims and identify where the economy is performing 
well and where it is not. 
 
The next tier of t he framework is comprised of a basket of indicators directly 
aligned to the 10 RES Strategic Priorities.  These indicators describe the positive 
regional ‘outcomes’ that partners’ activities  will in fluence.  A summary of thes e 
indicators is provided in Table 1 at the end of this section. 
 
The bas e tier of this  fram ework will be t he ‘output’ indicators, whic h directly 
measure the performance of regional part ners’ activity directed towards RES 
objectives.  
 
Together these meas ures and indicators will provide an over all framework for 
monitoring our progress towards sustai ned and sustainable econ omic growth in 
the East Midlands. 
 
 
1.3 Principles 
 
It is important to distinguish between ‘outcomes’ and ‘outputs’: regional outcomes 
represent top-line indicato rs that, when viewed alon gside eac h other, measure 
progress towards the common RES v ision of creating a flourishing re gion.  
Outputs explic itly measure the performance of activit ies, and c an be directly 
related to inputs - the resources deployed by regional partners. The RDA Tasking 
Framework operates at the level of these outputs and provides a link to the 
Government Public Service Agreement (PSA) targets. 
 
Outcomes should be consistent and measur ed over the long-term. Howev er, it 
must be understood that such  long-term characteristi cs of a regional ec onomy 
will als o be influenc ed by ‘ext ernal fact ors’ outside the c ontrol of regional 
partners. Outcome indicators are often highly susceptible to cyclical variations in 
macro-economic circumstances. This susc eptibility must be taken into account 
when assessments of progress are made. 3
 

 
3 HM Treasury, Cabinet Office, National Audit Office, Audit Commission, ONS, ‘Choosing the 
Right Fabric: A Framework for Performance Information’, Cross-Departmental Guide, 
http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/media//BB5BC/229.pdf  
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2. Implementing the Framework 
 
The focus of this framework is the measurement of regional outcomes that 
relate to the RES vision and strategic priorities. The framework has been 
developed as an integrated whole. Together the component indicators are 
intended to present a balanced picture of the region at a given point in 
time. It is inadvisable to place too great a reliance on any individual 
measure in isolation.  
 
2.2 Relating indicators to the evidence base 
 
A key principle of indicator selection is that they s hould be informed by, and 
related to, the evidence base (i.e. they should be relevant).  Each of the 
strategic priorities is relatively broad, so is not possible to cover all 
aspects of each priority.  Rather the emphasis is on selection of indicator s to 
capture the core essence of each priority.  However, it is worth noting that some 
suggested indicators may relate to more t han one of t he strategic priorities.   An 
example here is the ‘employment rate fo r persons of working age’ which relates 
to the ‘Employment, Learning and Skills’ priority, and which, expressed as the 
‘non-employment rate for persons of working age’ relates to the ‘Ec onomic 
Deprivation’ priority.   
 
2.3 Challenges of a dynamic information base 
 
It is important that indicators are robust and reliable.  Moreover, it is important 
that attributes of consistency, comparability and continuity mean that they are 
measurable over time.  Ideally,  a historic al time series sho uld be available t o 
inform ‘target setting’, but it is essentia l t hat data sources will be available to 
enable indicator construction in the future.  The fact that the information base is  
dynamic is a hindrance in this respect.  Over a relatively short period of 2-3 years 
there can be important changes  in the scope, coverage and disaggregations of 
existing data sources, and other dat a sources may be discontinued or new 
sources int roduced.  This suggests that  reliance should be placed on key data 
sources to which there is known to be an ongoing commitment – for example, the 
Annual Population Survey and the DTI Regional Compet itiveness Indicators.  
This suggests that in the final analysis, pragmatism is like ly to play an important 
role. 
 
2.4 Measuring inter-regional and intra-regional disparities 
 
Most indicators are designed to express the position of the East Midlands vis-à-
vis a comparator.  This comparator may be the ‘national aver age’ or the ‘leading 
region’.4  Where the national average is referr ed to, this will either be the Unit ed 

 
4 The identity of the ‘leadin g region’ may be differ accordin g to indicator, and the ‘leading region’ 
at one point in time may be different from the ‘leading region’ at another point in time. 
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Kingdom (i.e. England, Scotland, Wale s and Northern Ireland), Great Britain 
(which excludes Northern Ireland) or England, depending on the  coverage of the 
dataset in question.   Since one of the Structural Them es to which the Strategic  
Priorities relate is achieving equality, it is important that progress on one indicator 
is not made at the deliberate expense of  ‘leaving behind’ c ertain areas and sub-
groups wit hin the region.  Henc e, indica tors may be couched in terms of intra-
regional disparities and inte r-group disparities within t he region, as we ll as inter-
regional disparities.  No t all dat a sources are able to support disaggregation to 
sub-regions and for s ub-groups in a robust fashion.  M oreover, the sub-regiona l 
geographies and sub- groups to which disaggregation can be supported is likely 
to vary between data sources.  Further more, what the relevant sub-regiona l 
geographies and sub-groups are may vary between indicators. 
 
 
2.5 International Comparability 
 
Wherever possible  indicators capable of inter national comparis on have been 
utilised, although  considerations of data availability prevent this across the full 
breadth of the RES st rategic priorities. The Reg ional ISEW f easibility s tudy5 
concluded that while it will not be possible to impl ement a European ISEW in the 
short term, planned improvements to Eurost at data provision are likely  to make 
an element of international comparability feasible in the medium to long term. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
5 Ibid NEF and University of Surrey, 2005. 
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Table 1: Summary of Indicators 

 
Measure to be 
applied6 Target Baseline 

Vision 
Regional Index of 
Sustainable 
Economic 
Wellbeing. 

To improv e the region’ s 
performance again st the ISEW 
indicators. 

East Midlands £8,953 
per capita (2004). 
 

Productivity 
GVA per hour 
worked (UK = 
100). 

To increase GVA per hour 
worked to the national average, 
i.e. GVA in the East Midlands will 
be 100% of the UK average by 
2009. 

East Midlands: 98.5% 
of the UK average 
(2004). 

To achieve an employment rate 
above 76% of the working age 
population by 2009 and to remain 
at least one percentage point 
above the UK average. 

East Midlands rate: 
75.4%; UK rate: 74.2% 
(2004). 

Employment 
Rate 

Employment rate 
(% working age). To address sub-regional 

disparities, increase the 
employment rate of the bottom 
decile of LADs/UAs to 70% by 
2009. 

Mean employment rate 
in bottom decile of 
LADs/UAs: 65.2% 
(2004). 

Percentage of 
economically 
active adults 
qualified to Level 
4 or higher. 

To increase the proportion of 
economically active adults 
qualified to a Level 4 or above to 
30% by 2009. 

East Midlands: 25%; 
UK: 28.6% (2003) 

Employment, 
Learning and 
Skills 

Employment in 
K1 high 
knowledge 
intensive sectors 
and K4 low 
knowledge 
intensive sectors. 

To increase the proportion of 
employment in K1 sectors to 
within 4 percentage points of  the 
UK average by 2009; and to 
reduce the share of employment 
in K4 sectors to level with the UK 
average by 2009. 

K1- East Midlands: 
24.3%;  
UK: 32.1% 
 
K4- East Midlands: 
38.7%;  
UK: 30.9% (2003). 

Business 
registration rate 
(per 10,000 
population). 

Increase the rate of VAT 
registrations to 40 per 10,000 
population head and be at least 
level with the UK average by 
2009. 

East Midlands: 35; UK: 
38 (2004). Enterprise 

and Business 
Support  Proportion of 

businesses 
surviving 3 years. 

Maintain a 3 year survival rate 
above the UK average and be at 
least at 71% by 2009. 

East Midlands: 70.6%; 
UK: 68.9% (businesses 
registering in 2001 and 
surviving three years). 

Gross Domestic 
Expenditure on 
R&D (GERD). 

To increase gross domestic 
expenditure on R&D to 2.5% of 
GVA by 2009. 

East Midlands: 2.3%; 
UK: 2.1% (2002). 

Innovation % of businesses’ 
turnover 
attributable to 
new & improved 
products. 

To increase the proportion of 
business turnover attributable to 
new and improved products to 
6% by 2009. 

East Midlands: 4%; 
UK: 9% (2001). 

                                                 
6 Full sources for all of these statistics are provided in Sections 3 and 4. 
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Transport and 
Logistics 

% of workforce 
travelling to work 
by public 
transport, walking 
or cycling. 

To increase the proportion of the 
East Midlands workforce 
travelling to work by public 
transport, walking or cycling to 
23% by 2009. 

East Midlands: 20.5%.  
Great Britain: 27.2% 
(autumn, 2004). 

Carbon dioxide 
emissions by end 
user per £ million 
GVA. 

To move towards the national 
average in total C02 emitted per 
£ million GVA produced by 2009. 

Total C02 emissions 
per £ million GVA in 
East Midlands: 181.2 
tonnes carbon 
equivalent; England: 
149.8 tonnes carbon 
equivalent (2003). 
 

Resource 
Efficiency & 
Energy 

Waste produced 
per £ million 
GVA. 

To move towards the national 
average in total waste produced 
per £ million GVA by 2009. 

Total waste produced 
per £ million GVA in 
East Midlands: 327.1 
tonnes; England:  
228.5 tonnes (2003). 

Environmental 
Protection 

Proportion of river 
distance 
classified as 
‘good’ chemical 
and ‘good’ 
biological quality. 

To maintain current proportion of 
East Midla nds rive r length  (% of 
total km) of ‘ good’ chemical and  
‘good’ biolo gical quality up to 
2009. 

East Midlands rivers of 
‘good’ chemical quality: 
55% (2004) 
East Midlands rivers of 
‘good’ biological 
quality: 61% (2004). 

Land and 
Development 

Average annual 
growth rate over 
a five year period 
in employment 
floor space. 

To maintain an average annual 
growth rate over a five year 
period of 1.5% in employment 
floor space by 2009. 
 

East Midlands: 1999-
2004 average growth 
rate of 1.6% (2003-
2004 growth rate was 
negative, at -0.2%) 
England: 1999-2004 
average: 1.7%. 

Cohesive 
Communities   

Participation in 
formal voluntary 
activities in the 
last 12 months. 

Increase the proportion of the 
East Midlands population 
engaged in formal volunteering to 
within 3 percentage points of the 
leading region by 2009. 

East Midlands: 44%; 
England and Wales: 
42%; South West: 51% 
(2003). 

Economic 
Renewal 

Reduce 
disparities in 
economic activity 
rate  
(% working age) 
between urban 
and rural areas. 

Maintain rural rates above 80% 
and increase urban activity rates 
to 78% by 2009. 

East Midlands: 78.8%; 
urban areas: 76.2%; 
rural areas: 80.9% 
(2004). 

Proportion of the 
population of 
working age 
claiming key 
benefits. 

To halve the gap between the 
East Midlands and the South 
East from 3.6 percentage points 
to 1.8 percentage points by 2009.

East Midlands: 12.3%; 
Great Britain: 13.6%; 
South East: 8.7% 
(May, 2004). 

Economic 
Inclusion 

Economic activity 
rates in bottom 
decile of East 
Midlands Local 
Authority 
Districts/Unitary 
Authorities. 

Increase economic activity rates 
in the bottom decile of LADs/UAs 
to 75% by 2009. 

East Midlands average: 
78.8%; lowest decile: 
71% (2004). 
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3. Overarching targets – Regional ISEW, Productivity  and 
Employment Rate 
 
Section 2 above des cribed the overall in dicator framework developed for the 
RES. At the apex of the triangle is the Regional ISEW measure.  
 
3.1 The Regional Index of Sustainable Economic Wellbeing 
 
The Regional Index of Su stainable Ec onomic Wellbei ng (Regional ISEW ) is a 
composite indic ator of well being that seek s to meas ure different factors that 
relate to economic wellbeing and create a single performance indicator. Its model 
is effectively a macro-level c ost benef it analys is. Wherever possible, the 
components of the index have been select ed to reflect the strategic priorities of 
the RES. 
 
It starts with the economic benefits der ived from consumer expenditure. Then 
some economic adjustments are made fo r ensuring t hat economies prudently  
invest for the future and manage their tr ade balances effectiv ely. Depending on 
the actual year and state of the economy these may involve extra economic  
costs. The value of social benefits that are not accounted for in personal 
consumption figures are al so added, such as public  expenditure on health and 
education as well as an estimate of the value of unpaid domestic labour at home. 
Estimates of the value of unpaid vol untary work outside the home are also 
included. 
 
Social costs are deducted such as expe nditures that defend our quality of life 
rather than enhance it.  These include factors such as the cost of car accidents, 
crime, and family breakdow n.  In addition changes  in the distribution of inc ome 
are accounted for, reflecting the diminis hing marginal utility of money.  Estimates 
of environmental cos ts are then made.  These inc lude water and air pollution as  
well as est imates of the costs of c limate change and ozone d epletion.  Further  
adjustments are made regarding t he m anagement of renewable and non-
renewable stocks of natural capital such as  fossil fuel s and natural assets, such 
as farmlands and natural habitats.  
 
All of these domains,  and t he factors beneath them, have different trends over  
time and one of the benefits of  a transparently cons tructed indicator, such as  
Regional ISEW, is that they can be tracked indiv idually.  The Regional ISEW will 
be updated periodically. 
 
As Chart 2 below shows, the regional ISEW  per capita has grown steadily during 
the last decade, at a slightly faster rate than GVA per capita. The last data shows 
that regional ISEW per capita is £8,953, based on  2004/2005 prices.   This is  
59.5% of GVA per capita in the region and an increase from 55.7% in 1994.  
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Chart 2: Economic Wellbeing and Economic Growth in the 

East Midlands 1994-2004 
ISEW-GVA Comparison
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3.2 GVA and Employment Rate 
 
The next tier is comprised by  arguably the two most important regional outcome 
measures: GVA per hour worked and empl oyment rate for the working age 
population. 
 
3.2a Gross Value Added per hour worked 
 
GVA per hour worked is the preferred meas ure of regional pr oductivity, as it  
takes into account the intensity of labour utilisation.  During the second half of the 
1990s productivity in the East Midlands fell in relation to the UK.  It reached a low 
point of 93.9% of the national average in 1999. Since then the East Midlands has 
regained some of this lost ground and GVA per hour worked inc reased to 98.5% 
of the national average in 2004, the latest year for which data is available. 
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Chart 3: GVA per hour worked (UK=100) 
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Source: ONS Crown Copyright, ‘Regional Productivity: GVA per hour worked, UK=100’, January, 
2006, from STATBASE, 22nd February, 2006  
 
Baseline: The latest estimate (2004) of GVA per hour work ed in the East 
Midlands is 98.5% of the UK average. 
 
Target: To increase GVA per hour worked to the national average. 
 
Comment: GVA per hour worked is the preferred measure of regional 
productivity, as it takes into account the intensity of labour utilisation. Since 1999, 
when the region was 93.9% of the UK average, the East Midlands has been 
closing the gap. However the trend has not been one of consistent year-on-year 
improvement, therefore reaching the UK average would represent a considerable 
achievement. 
 
Source: ONS sub- national productivity dat a from ‘STAT BASE’, published 
annually in: DTI, ‘Regional Competitiveness & State of the Regions’, (annual, last 
release in May 2005). 
 
 
3.2b Employment Rate 
 
As illustrated in Char t 4 below, the employ ment rate in the East  Midlands has 
remained consistently above the national average (in this case Great Britain,  
which excludes Northern Ireland, which wa s only  incorporated into the UK 
Labour Force Survey in 2003).  The employment rate has also remained v ery 
stable from 1999, remaining bet ween 75% and 76% o f the region’s working age 
population, at least a full percentage point above the Great Brit ain average.  As  
the East Midlands exc eeds the national av erage in this  case, the South East  is 
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used as the comparator wit h the highest employment  rates of the Englis h 
regions, at 78.9% of the working age popu lation in 20 04, compared to 75.3% in 
the East Midlands. 
 
Chart 4: Employment rate (% working age population), 1999-2004 
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Source: ONS Crown Copyright, ‘Local Area Labour Force Survey’ (annualised), Mar 1999-Feb 
2000 to Mar 2003-Feb 2004, and ‘Annual Population Survey’, January 2004-December 2004, 
from NOMIS, 9th January, 2006 
 
Baseline: The latest estimate (2004) for employment rate in the East Midlands is  
75.4% of the working age population, which exceeds the UK average of 74.2%. 
 
Target:  To achiev e an employment ra te above 76% of the working  age 
population by 2009 and to remain at least one percentage point  above the UK 
average. 
 
Comment: A target for employment alongside GVA represents the ambition to 
attain a regional economy that is both highly productive and has high levels of 
employment.  The East Midlands has consistently exceeded the UK average in 
recent years (1999-2004).  However, recent survey data for 2005 suggests that 
employment in the region has been growing more slowly than the UK average.  
Maintaining the current lead whilst increasing the overall rate would therefore be 
a significant success for the region. 
 
Source: ONS C rown C opyright, ‘ Annual Population Survey’ (last releas e of  
annualised dataset is  for 2004 – future updates to be based on subsequent  
annualised rather than quarterly datasets). 
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Target for Reducing Sub-regional Disparities in Employment Rate 
 
The Annual Population Survey supports  robust sub-regional data down to Local 
Authority District/Unitary Authority level,  enabling us to present a target for the 
reduction of intra-regional disparities. 
 
Baseline:  The mean employment rate for the four areas in the bottom decile of  
the East Midlands Local Auth ority Districts/Unitary Au thorities (Lincoln City,  
Bolsover, Leicester City,  Nottingham Cit y) was 65.2% of the working age 
population. 
 
Target: To increase the mean employment rate  of the bottom four of the forty 
East Midlands Local Author ity Districts to 70% of the working age population by 
2009. 
 
Comment: The mean of the bottom four Local Authority Districts/Unitary 
Authorities is currently over 10 percentage points below the regional rate.  A 
target of 70% represents a significant improvement in the employment rate of 
these areas, and will reduce the gap with the regional.  
 
Source: ONS Crown Copyright, ‘Annual Population Survey’ (annual, last release 
is 2004). 
 
 
4. Indicators and Targets for each Strategic Priority 
 
The final section of this paper descri bes the outcome level indicators  and 
associated targets selected to measure progress against each of the 10 Strategic 
Priorities in the RES.  
 
4.1 Employment, Learning and Skills 
 
4.1a Percentage of economically active (working age) qualified to an NVQ4 
and above 
 
This indic ator is included to reflect t he importance of higher level skills t o the 
region’s economic development.  This de scribes the proportion of economically  
active qualified to a Level 4 and above ( equivalent to a degree or higher).  This  
has been identified as an outcome target  for the Employment, Learning and 
Skills Strategic Priority for the following reasons: 
 

• This indicator reflects an area where the East Midlands has historically  
lagged the national average to a significant degree. 

• Significant progress has  been made in the propor tion of working age 
adults qualified to a Level 2 and Level 3,  with the East Midlands now at or 
above the national aver age depending on the m easure referred to.   
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However, in the cas e of Level 4, t he region still s ignificantly lags the 
national average, and has one of the lowes t propor tions of its workforce 
qualified to this level of all English regions. 

• Employment, Leaning and Skills s its wit hin the Raising Productivity  
structural theme in the RES.  There is ther efore a dist inction between the 
skills needed for sustainab le employability, identified by the DfES and th e 
OECD as Level 2, and the skill level identified as having the greatest 
impact on regional pr oductivity.  The in terim report of the Government’s 
review of the UK’s skills ne eds, conducted by Lord Leitch, identified  
increases in the proporti on of the workforce qua lified to a Level 4 as  
having the greatest direct impact on productivity.7   

• Level 4 has close int erlinkages with the Innovation st rategic priority, as 
discussed in section 10 on the region’ s key sectors.  Research on the 
factors that facilitate innovation suggest that t he higher the  level of 
workforce skill, the greater  the capacity of a region,  sector or individ ual 
firm to innovate or implement innovative practices and processes.8 

 
The economically active popula tion is us ed in this c ase to capture those in  the 
workforce with this level of qualificati on, and to dis count those in full-time 
education (which would include signific ant numbers of university students).   
Chart 5 below shows that the East Midl ands remains below the national average 
(Great Britain in this  case, in order to present time series from 1999- see 
employment rate above), at 25% of  the working age economically active 
population educated to this level in t he region in 2003, co mpared to 28.6% 
nationally.  However, the gap has closed  between the region and Great Britain 
between 2000 and 2002. 
  
Chart 5:  Economically active adults with an NVQ4 and above, 1999-2003 
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Source: ONS Crown Copyright, ‘Local Area Labour Force Survey’ (annualised), Mar 1999-Feb 
2000 to Mar 2003-Feb 2004, from NOMIS, 17th August, 2005 
                                                 
7 The Leitch Review of S kills, ‘ Skills in the UK: The Long-term challenges- Interim Report’, 
December 2005. 
8 Christine Oughton and Marion Frenz, Birkbeck College, University of London, ‘Innovation Policy 
Position Paper: A Report for the East Midlands Development Agency’, October 2005. 
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Baseline: The latest estimate (2003) for the proportion of economically activ e 
adults qualified to an equivalent of a Level 4 (degree level) or higher is 25% in 
the East Midlands, compared to 28.6% in the UK. 
 
Target:  To increase the propor tion of econom ically active adults qualified to a 
Level 4 or above in the East Midlands to 30% by 2009. 
 
Comment: 2004 qualification data from the Annual Population Survey is 
unavailable, so 2003 equivalent from the Labour Force Survey is the most 
recent.  Although the East Midlands has recorded one of the most significant 
increases on the indicator since 1999, it continues to lag the UK average.  Given 
the very high levels qualified to a Level 4 in London and the South East, which 
will also be expected to increase, equalling the UK average by 2009 is unlikely.  
30% is therefore a stretching target for the East Midlands, although the UK 
average is likely to exceed this by 2009. 
 
Source: ONS Crown Copyright, ‘Local Area Labour Force Survey’ (annualised) 
(annual, latest available data for 2003, as problems identified by  the ONS in the 
qualifications variables of the successo r survey, the A nnual Population Survey-  
will be resolved in 2006). 
 
 
4.1b Employment in ‘knowledge intensive industries’  
 
Chart 6: % of total employment in K1 and K4 industries, 2003 
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Source: ONS Crown Copyright, ‘Local Area Labour Force Survey’ (annualised), March 2003-
February 2004. Derived from data provided by the LFS Dataservice on 7th  March, 2006.   
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Employment in ‘K1’ s ectors (those sectors that employ  more than 40% graduate 
equivalents in their workforce) in the East Midlands is lower than the UK average, 
at 24.3% of the total workforce compared to 32.1% in the UK.  Conversely , the 
region has  an above average pr oportion of  employment in the least knowledge 
intensive ‘K4’ s ectors (employing less  than 15% graduate equi valents in their  
workforce), at 38.7% compared to 30.9% in the UK.  It is  important to note that 
London is  an extreme outlier in this case , due to its large concentration of 
employment in finance and business serv ices and public administration, wit h 
58.1% of employment in K1 sect ors. The South East is the next highest region, 
with 35.5% of employ ment in K1 sectors.   As Chart 6 illustrate s, the South East  
and London are the only regions  with higher proportions of employment in K1 
than K4 sectors, supporting the view that  the term ‘low pay low sk ills equilibrium’ 
can be applied to much of the country outside London and the South East. 
 
Baseline: According to 2003 data, employment in K1 sectors in the East  
Midlands was 24.3% of total employmen t, compared to 32.1% in the UK, and 
employment in K4 sectors was 38.7%, compared to 30.9% in the UK. 
 
Target:  To increase the proportion of employ ment in K1 sectors to within four  
percentage points of the UK average by 2009 (i.e. halving the current gap); and 
to reduce the share of  employment in K4 sectors to level with the UK average by 
2009. 
 
Comment:  This method is a proxy measure of knowledge intensity and quality 
of employment, and measures the proportion of graduates within individual 
sectors.  Therefore a decrease of employment within the K4 band implies 
increasing the number of graduates employed in sectors currently classed as K4, 
thus moving them up to K3 or K2 bands, rather than implying an aim of reducing 
overall employment in given sectors.   
 
As the UK average is affected by the very high proportion of employment in K1 
sectors and very low employment in K4 sectors in London, a target to 
significantly close the gap with the UK average by 2009 would be stretching.  
This would require a clear step-change in the deployment of individuals with 
higher level skills across the region’s industrial structure. 
 
Source: Bespoke data ordered from Labour Force Survey Dataservice, ONS 
Crown Copyright , ‘Local Area Labour Force Survey/Annual Population Survey’ 
(annual, c urrent indicator calc ulated from 2003 d ata, 2004 data cur rently 
unavailable due to ONS surveying difficulties).  
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4.2 Enterprise and Business Support 
 
4.2a Business start-ups per 10,000 population  
This in dicator uses VAT regist rations (via SBS).  VAT regist rations are an  
indicator of entrepreneurship .  This is a n ind icator t hat has been used in the 
previous RES, ‘Destination 2010’. 
 
Chart 7 shows that the number of VAT registrati ons per 10,000 population was 
35 in 2004, the latest year for which data is available.  The time series for this 
indicator shows that there has been a high level of variability  year-on-year, with 
the 2004 rate for the East Midlands level with the 1998 rate, and down 2 
registrations per 10,000 population head f rom its highest rate i n 2003 of 37.   
However, throughout the per iod 1998-2004 the East Midlands has fallen belo w 
the UK rate by at least 2 registrations per 10,000 population head. 
 
Chart 7: VAT registrations per 10,000 population 
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Source: Regional Competitiveness & State of the Regions, DTI, July 2005 
 
Baseline:  The rate of VAT regis trations per 10,000 population head in the East  
Midlands in 2004 was 35, below the UK r ate of 38, and down from the regiona l 
2003 rate of 37.   
 
Target:  Increase the rate of VAT registra tions to 40 per 10, 000 population head 
and level with the UK average. 
 
Comment:  This indicator is highly cyclical, and although the 2003 rate was 
considerably higher than the 1998 rate, the 2004 rate is in line with 1998.  
Registration rates in 2004 in all regions have decreased from 2003, and the 
extent of the decrease in the East Midlands has been in line with the UK average 
(rates in some regions have fallen by over 3 registrations per 10,000 population).  
The East Midlands has consistently been below the UK average on this measure.  
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Achieving a rate of 40 registrations per 10,000 population head and levelling with 
the UK average would therefore require a major step-change compared to past 
performance. 
 
Source: S mall Bus iness Servic es, ‘VAT Registration and De-registrations’ 
(annual, last release November 2005). 
 
4.2b Business survival rates (3 year)  
 
Chart 8 shows that three year business survival rates  have increased after the 
last recess ion in the  early  1990s. According to late st data, the proportion of 
businesses in the East  Midlands that registered for VAT in 2001 still trading after 
3 years was 70.6%, compared to 68.9% in the UK ov erall.  The East Midlands  
has been above the UK average for the last four years. 
 
Chart 8: Proportion of businesses surviving three years (%), by year of VAT 
registration  
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Source: Small Business Services, ‘Table 1: Three year survival rates of VAT registered 
businesses, by region’, in, ‘VAT Survival Rates, 1994-2003’, February 2006 
 
Baseline:  70.6% of businesses registering in 2001 in the East Midlands survived 
for three years, compared to 68.9% in the UK. 
 
Target:  Maintain a 3 year surviv al rate above the UK average and be at least at 
71% by 2009 
 
Comment: this indicator is highly cyclical, and closely reflects changing 
economic conditions.  Although three year survival rates have increased since 
1994, Chart 8 illustrates that the trend has not been one of consistent year-on-
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year increases.  Additionally, more difficult economic conditions in 2001 are likely 
to cause a decrease in future 3 year survival rates in the short-term.  Maintaining 
a survival rate above the UK average and increasing it to 71% by 2009 would 
therefore be stretching in light of available data. 
 
Source: SBS, ‘VAT Survival Rates, 1994-2003’, February 2006. 
 
 
4.3 Innovation 
 
4.3a Gross Domestic Expenditure on Research & Development (R&D)  
 
Gross domestic expenditure on research & development has been above the UK 
average between 1998 and 2002. There has  been an increase in the region from 
2.0% of GVA in 1998 to 2.3% of GVA in 2002. Ther e has been a slight incr ease 
for the UK, from 2.0% to 2.1%. This suggests the use of the leading region as the 
appropriate comparator on this indicator.  The leading region is the Eas t of 
England where gross domesti c expenditure on research & development  was  
equivalent to 4.2% of GVA in 2002. 
 
Here there is scope for disaggregation (into busines s, government and higher  
education).9

 
Chart 9:  Gross domestic expenditure on R&D as % GVA 
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Source: Regional Competitiveness & State of the Regions, DTI May 2005 
 

                                                 
9 Thi s me asure i s advocated in  p reference to Bu siness Ente rprise Research  & Develo pment 
(BERD) as a per cent of GVA due to its inclusion of Government and HE expenditure. 
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Chart 9 above also s hows that the East  Midlands does have lower levels of  
government and higher education funded R&D than the national average, though 
the gap in HE funding has closed between 1998 and 2002. 
 
Baseline: the latest estimate (2002) for gr oss domestic expendit ure on R&D in 
the East Midlands is 2.3% of regional GVA, compared to 2.1% in the UK. 
 
Target: to increase gross domestic expenditu re on R&D to 2.5% of GVA by 
2009. 
 
Comment: the East Midlands exceeds the UK average on this measure, and has 
increased from 2.0% in 1998 (where it was in line with the UK average).  An 
absolute target of 2.5% would therefore be stretching. 
 
Source: DTI, ‘ Regional Competitiveness & State of the Regions’, (an nual, last  
release published May 2005). 
 
 
4.3b Proportion of turnover accounted for by new and improved products 
 
The East Midlands  performs very poorly on this indicator . Frequency of 
production of the Community Innovation Survey (CIS) may make the use of this  
indicator difficult.  The last CIS was publ ished in 2001, and covers  data collected 
between 1998 and 2000.  The survey wa s repeated in 2005, and results should 
be published in 2006. 
 
Chart 10: Percentage of turnover attributable to new/improved/novel 
products 
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Source: Third Community Innovation Survey, 2001 
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ime series data is not readily  availabl e for this indicator. The available data 

aseline: The 2001 Community I nnovation Survey r eported that only  4% of 

arget: Increase the proportion of bus iness turnover in the East Midlands  

omment: Given the significant lag with the UK average on this measure, 

ource: DTI, ’Community Innovation Survey’ (irregular, current source is 2001, 

.4 Transport and Logistics 

.4a Percentage of the workforce travelling to work by public transport, 

his indicator has been selected as a m easure of demand management that can 

                                                

 
T
shows that the businesses surveyed repor ted that only 4%  of turnover is  
attributable to new/improved/nov el products. This is less than half of the UK 
average of 9% and less than a third of the leading region (the West Midlands at 
14%). 
 
B
business t urnover in the East Midlands  was attributable to new, improved or  
novel products, less than half of the UK average of 9%. 
 
T
attributable to new and improved products to 6% by 2009. 
 
C
levelling with the UK average would appear unrealistic within the lifespan of the 
RES.  Increasing the proportion to 6%, i.e. achieving an improvement of 2 
percentage points, would be a stretching but more realistic aspiration.  This can 
be reviewed with the publication of the 2005 Community Innovation Survey in 
summer 2006. 
 
S
has been repeated in 2005, to be published in 2006). 
 
 
 
4
 
4
walking or cycling10

 
T
be seen as relating t o attitudinal chan ge.  It describes the method of travel to 
work, i.e. it directly relates to economic activity.  A complimentary indic ator on 
freight transportation that m eets the necessary criteri a of timeliness, credibilit y 
and reliability whilst  also re flecting RES priorities is  c urrently unav ailable.  
Although data is available for the transporta tion of freight by road, there is a lack 
of data on freight transported by rail.  Without data relating to alternative methods 
of transporting freight across the region it w ould not be feasible to set a target for  

 
10 A similar indicator has been used previously, but ‘walking and cycling’ have been appended to 
public transport here. 
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reducing the amount of fr eight transported by road, as a target based on 
reduction alone would run contrary to the need to increase economic growth.11   
 
According to latest available data, the East Midlands has the lowest proportion of 
its resident  workforce who travel to wo rk by public  transport, with 20.5% of 
people travelling to work by bus, train, on fo ot, or by bicycle, compared to 27.2% 
in Great Britain.  However, Chart 11 below shows how much of an outlier London 
is, with a total of 56.4% travelling to wo rk by public  transport, on foot, or by 
bicycle (17% of the workforce use the un derground).  The char t also illustrates 
that variation between other regions is re latively small.  Therefore comparis on to 
the strongest performing region out side London, Yorkshire and the Humber, 
which has 26.1% of the workforce travelling  to work by these means, is the most 
appropriate.  The Eas t Midlands  (along with the Wes t Midlands)  has the j oint 
highest of proportion of all En glish regions of the workforce travelling to work by 
car, at 78%. 
 
Chart 11: Percentage of the workforce travelling to work by  
public transport, by foot and cycling, by placed of residence, autumn 2004 
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Source: Department of Transport, ‘Regional Transport Statistics 2005’, November 2005 
 
Baseline: The latest estimate (Autumn 2004) publis hed in Regional Trans port 
Statistics 2005 for the proportion of the workforce travelling to work by bicycle, on 
foot, or by public transport (bus/coach or  rail) is 20 .5%, compared to a Great 
Britain average of 27.2%.  Yorkshire and the Humber is the region with  the 
highest rate outside London, at 26.1%. 
 

                                                 
11 The Dep artment for Tra nsport publish annual d ata on the tran sportation of freight by roa d as 
part of th eir ‘Regional Transport Statistics’, but cu rrently there is no  compa rable mea sure of  
freight by rail is available. 
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Target:  Increase the proportion of the workfo rce travelling to work by public 
transport, walking or cycling by 3 percentage points to 23% by 2009. 
 
Comment:  Earlier transport data published for autumn 2002 compared to the 
2004 data suggests a decrease in the proportion of the East Midlands workforce 
travelling to work by public transport, walking or cycling, from 21.5% to 20.5%.  
Reversing this trend and achieving a statistically significant improvement would 
therefore be a stretching target within a three year period.   
 
Source: Department for Transport, ‘ Regional Transport Statistics’ (annual, last  
release was November 2005). 
 
 
 
4.5 Energy and Resources 
 
The indicators for Sections 4.5 and 4.6 of this paper have been developed, 
in consideration of the Strategic Environmental Assessment and detailed 
recommendations from the Environment Agency 
 
4.5a Carbon Dioxide emissions by end user (industry, domestic, and 
transport) over GVA 
 
The overall aims related to regional re source efficiency are to: generate mor e 
energy from renewable sourc es; to decrease emissions through greater  
efficiency in energy consumption, produc tion and transport; to create less waste 
for landfill, and; to encourage businesses to be more energy efficient. 
 
Data on Carbon Dioxide (CO 2) emissions attributed to end user  is published by  
DEFRA as  part of the Regi onal Sustainable Dev elopment Indicators.  This can 
be related to economic activit y by expressing CO 2 produced over regiona l 
economic output – in £ millions of Gross Value Added.  Chart 12 presents this for 
the nine English regions: 
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Chart 12: Carbon dioxide emissions (tonnes) over GVA (£ million), 2003 
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Source: DEFRA, ‘Sustainable Development Framework: Regional Indicators- Sustainable 
Consumption and Production: CO2 Emissions by End User, 2003’, December 2005 and, ONS 
Crown Copyright, ‘Regional Gross Value Added: NUTS1: 1- Headline Gross Value Added at 
current base prices by region, 1994 to 2004’, December 2005 
 
 
As Chart 12 shows,  the East Midlands  had the third highest level of CO 2 
emissions per £ million G VA of  the nine English regions.   In  2003, the CO 2 
emitted by end users  in the Ea st Midl ands was 11.3  millio n ton nes, whilst  the 
region produced £62,434 mi llion of GVA.   This means  that the East Midlands  
emitted 181.2 tonnes  of CO 2 f or every million p ounds of GVA prod uced, 
compared to 149.8 tonnes in England over all.  The leading region was London, 
which produced 87 tonnes of CO 2 per million GVA, whilst the North East was the 
least resource efficient on this m easure, producing 289. 1 tonnes of CO 2 per 
million GVA. 
 
This meas ure has c lear links t o industria l structure: with the low proportion of  
manufacturing activ ity in regions like London c ontributing to lower  total 
emissions.  In future monito ring of this indicator, it would be desirable to see an 
overall reduction in CO2 emissions, as well as a reduction of CO 2 produced per £ 
million GV A, in order to ens ure that progress towards this target is achie ved 
through real improvements in resource e fficiency, rather than simply through an 
increase in total output. 
 
Baseline: In 2003, the East M idlands em itted 181.2 tonnes of  CO 2 for every 
million pounds of GVA produced, compared to 149.8 tonnes in England overall. 
 
Target: To move towards the Englis h aver age by  2009 in total CO 2 emiss ions 
per £ million GVA. 
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Comment: It must be noted that this dataset currently has experimental status, 
so its future continuation is not guaranteed.  However, this dataset supports clear 
and consistent regional comparisons.  Moreover, the attribution of emissions to 
end users, rather than to producers, is important, as the Environment section of 
the Evidence Base, ‘The East Midlands in 2006’, identifies the fact that the region 
is a net exporter of electricity.  As electricity generation accounts for a significant 
proportion of CO2 emissions in the region, any measure that included CO2 
emissions by producer would include a substantial proportion attributed to energy 
produced in the East Midlands but used in other regions.  This indicator’s 
attribution to end usage is therefore a useful way of expressing the resource 
efficiency of the region’s economy. 
 
Data is only available for 2003 - therefore defining a numerical target for closing 
the gap with the English average is problematic.  The Sustainable Development 
Indicators include a break down of total CO2 by end user in terms of 
commercial/industrial, domestic and transport.  This is published in total and per 
resident population head.  As the indicator used in this framework uses regional 
GVA as the denominator, comment on break down by broad group of end user is 
not possible. 
 
Source: DEFRA, ‘Sustainable Development Framework: Regional Indicators- 
Sustainable Consumption and Production: CO2 Emissions by End User’, (annual, 
last release was December 2005) and ON S Gross Value  Added regional tables  
(annual, last release was December 2005). 
 
 
4.5b Waste produced over GVA  
  
As a further measure of resource efficiency as it relates to economic activity, this 
indicator measures waste created (the to tal attributed to industry and commerce, 
municipal sources, and construction and demolition) per £ million GVA produced. 
 
The latest figure for total waste arising in the East Midlands, as publis hed in the 
DEFRA Sustainable Development Indicato rs, is 20,422 thousand tonnes.  This  
was 10.8% of the England total in 2002-2 003.   When this is divided by  the 
region’s GVA, which was £ 62,434 million in 2003, the East Midlands  produced 
327.1 tonnes of waste for every £ millio n GVA generated.  Chart 13 shows that 
this is the third highest of the Engl ish regions, considerably  exceeding the 
English average of 228.5 tonnes of waste per £ million GVA. 
 
Like the indicator for CO 2 over GVA, this can also be related to industrial 
structure. The East  Midlands  has a higher proportion of employment in 
manufacturing, which can be associated with a higher le vel of waste production 
than the services.  Industry and c ommerce therefore accounts for 39.6% of total 
waste production in the region, compared to 36% in England as a whole. 
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Chart 13: Waste produced per £ million GVA, 2003 
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Source: DEFRA, ‘ Sustainable Development Framework: Regional Indicators- Sustainable 
Consumption and Production: Waste, 2002-2003’, 2005, and, ONS Crown Copyright, ‘Regional 
Gross Value Added: NUTS1: 1- Headline Gross Value Added at current base prices by region, 
1994 to 2004’, December 2005 
 
Baseline: In 2003, the East Midlands created 327.1 tonnes of waste per £ million 
GVA, compared to 228.5 in England overall. 
 
Target:  To move towards the English av erage in total waste produced per £ 
million GVA by 2009.  
 
Comment:  Waste is a preferred measure of resource efficiency above 
electricity, as the regional electricity consumption estimates currently available 
from the DTI’s ‘Energy Trends’ (June 2004) only have experimental status.  
Moreover, waste is arguably a wider measure of resource efficiency, as it 
encompasses all aspects of economic activity in the region, beyond energy 
usage.  This indicator is expressed alongside GVA in order to relate waste 
production to economic activity and to enable consistent comparisons between 
regions.  Time series data for waste is problematic, as it is produced from 
aggregated Local Authority returns, which can be variable on a year-on-year 
basis.  A numerical target is not therefore proposed at this time, as 
demonstrating significant progress towards the national average would be 
sufficiently stretching, given the region’s industrial structure and expected 
increase in construction activity. 
 
Source: DEFRA, ‘ Sustainable Development Framework: Regional Indicators- 
Sustainable Consumption and Production: Waste’, (annual, last release was 
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December 2005) and ONS Gross Value Added regional tabl es (annual, last 
release was December 2005). 
 
 
4.6 Environmental Protection 
 
4.6a River Quality 
 
Chart 14: Proportion of rivers of good chemical quality, 1993-2004 
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Source: DEFRA, ‘Sustainable Development Framework: Regional Indicators- Natural Resources, 
‘River Quality, 1993-2004’, December 2005 
 
 
Chart 15:  Proportion of rivers of good biological quality, 2004 
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Source: DEFRA, ‘Sustainable Development Framework: Regional Indicators- Natural Resources, 
‘River Quality, 1993-2004’, December 2005 
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This data comes from the General Q uality Assess ment carri ed out by  the 
Environment Agency.  Regional data is publis hed in  the DEF RA Sustainab le 
Development Indicators for the proportion of  total river length class ified as being 
of ‘good’ c hemical and ‘good’ biological qua lity.  This provides  a useful indic ator 
for the impact of economic activity on the quality  of the region’s natural 
environment.   
 
The indicator includes  both chemical and biological quality.  This is bec ause 
chemical quality has been m easured for a longer period of  time, thus supporting 
detailed time series, whilst biological quali ty is a better measure of the state of  
the region’s rivers – as it can be seen as  an outcome of chemic al quality: i.e. a 
desirable range of aquatic li fe should be present in wa ter with low levels of  
pollutants.   Moreover , implementation of  the EU Water Fram ework Directive will 
mean that the future meas urement of river quality wil l place greater emphasis on 
biological aspects. 
 
Baseline: In 2004, 55% of the region’s riv ers were c lassed as being  of ‘good’ 
chemical quality, compared to 62% in England as a whole, and 61% were 
classified as being of ‘good’ biological quality, compared to 70% in England. 
 
Target: to maintain c urrent proportions of t he region’s rivers classed as being of  
‘good’ chemical and ‘good’ biological quality. 
 
Commentary:   The time series for chemical quality illustrated in Chart 14 shows 
that significant improvements have been made, which can be associated with 
large scale investment in sewage treatment works, especially in major rivers.  
However this progress may have reached a plateau – i.e. data suggests that little 
further improvement is likely to be achieved through this type of investment.  
Expected population growth and planned housing development mean that 
increased pressure may be placed on the quality of the region’s water.   
Maintaining current proportions of rivers classified as ‘good’ chemical and 
biological quality would therefore be an appropriate target in order to ensure that 
current standards are maintained. 
 
 
4.7 Land and Development 
 
Indicators for the Land and Development  st rategic priority are related to the 
targets identified in the dev elopment process for the R egional Spatial Str ategy, 
which will be finalised in 2007. 
 
4.7a Annual Growth in Employment Floor Space 
 
The Office of the Deputy Prime Minist er (ODPM) publishes annual data on floor  
space in use for retail, office, factory and warehousing going back to 1998.  This 
enables the adoption of an indi cator for the growth in regional employment floor  
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space.  Separate data is published for of fice, factory and warehouse floor space, 
which can be aggregated up to comment on trends over time in total floor spac e 
used for employment purposes.   
 
This indicator is expressed in terms of annual growth rates, as these are far more 
indicative of changes in economic performance than the total stock of floor space 
in metres2 at a given time.  Chart 16 below s hows annual growth rates from 1998 
in office, factory and warehouse floor spac e, comparing the East Midlands to the 
England average.  This shows  strong gr owth in 1999-2000, where the East  
Midlands exceeded the England average, slowing significantly to negative growth 
in 2003-2004. 
 
Chart 16: Annual Growth rates in office, factory and warehousing floor 
space (million m2), 1998-2004 
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Source: ODPM, ‘Planning Statistics, Floor Space of Offices, Factories and Warehouses: Government Office 
Regions, 1998-2004’, Figures 2.1 (b), (c) and (d), 2005 
 
Baseline: The total floor space used for offi ce, factory and warehousing was 46 
million m2 in the East Midlands in 2004, 10% of  the England total.  The average 
growth rate over the last five year s was 1.6%, compared to 1.7% in England, but 
this is likely to slow in future years following the negative growth in 2003-2004.  
 
Target: To maintain an average annual growth ra te over a 5 year period of 1.5%  
in employment floor space by 2009. 
 
Comment: Between 1999 and 2004 the annual growth rate averaged 1.6%.  
However, the trend has slowed at the end of this 5 year period, to 0.4% from 
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2002 to 2003 and -0.2% from 2003 to 2004. We therefore propose a target based 
on the average annual growth rate over a five year period as latest data available 
demonstrates slight negative growth.  A return to a trend of significant positive 
growth would therefore be a stretching and realistic target. 
 
Source: ODPM, ‘ Planning Statistics, Floor Space of Offices, Factories and 
Warehouses: Government Office Regions’, Figures 2.1 (b), (c ) and (d), latest 
data is for 2004. 
 
 
 
4.8 Cohesive Communities 
 
4.8a Participation in formal voluntary activities in last 12 months 
 
Baseline:  According to the 2003 Home Offi ce Citizenship Survey, 44% of 
respondents in the East Midlands had engaged in formal volunteering (defined as 
providing unpaid ass istance through groups , clubs or organisations to benefit 
other people or the environment) at leas t once in the 12 months prior to 
interview.  This is slightly higher than the average for England and Wales of 42%.  
Formal volunteering has increas ed from 39%  in 2001 in both the  East Midlands 
and England and Wales.  The South West  was the leading region in 2003, with 
51% of respondents  engaged in formal volunt eering at least on ce in the 12 
months prior to interview, an increase from 44% in 2001. 
 
Target: To increase the percentage of the population engaged in f ormal 
volunteering in the East Midlands to within 3 percentage poi nts of the leading 
region by 2009. 
 
Comment: Formal volunteering is one of the three measures of volunteering and 
civic participation available from the Home Office Citizenship Survey.  The 
additional measures are civic participation and informal volunteering.  Informal 
volunteering is identified as a useful measure in literature on social capital, as it 
includes the activity of groups which tend not to be engaged in formal 
volunteering.  However, although informal volunteering provides a more diverse 
picture, its definition in the Citizenship Survey is too broad for use in the context 
of a RES. Also the Home Office does not publish an aggregate regional figure 
that combines formal and informal components. 
 
The East Midlands has seen a greater increase than the England and Wales 
average between 2001 and 2003, moving from in line to 2 percentage points 
above the national average.  However, gap with the South West has increased 
from 5 to 7 percentage points over the same period.  Therefore closing the 
current gap to within 3 percentage points would be a stretching target.  
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Source: Home Office, ‘Home Office Citizenship Survey: People, Families and 
Communities’ (bi-annual, last undertaken in 2003, next release in 2005) 
 
 
4.9 Economic Renewal 
 
 
4.9a Disparities in the working age economic activity rate between urban 
and rural districts 
 
The focus of this strategic priority is on addressing spatial inequalities. Proposed 
indicators should therefore have a spatial element.  The selected indic ator 
therefore looks at disparities betw een the populations liv ing in geographies  
defined as  ‘urban’ and ‘rural’ according to the district-based classification 
methodology developed by Birkbeck College on behalf of DEFRA in 2005.12

 
Baseline: The latest estimate (2004) for the economic activity rate in the East 
Midlands is 78.8% of the working age popu lation, which exceeds the UK average 
of 78.0%.  However, ther e are signific ant differences between urban and rural 
districts in the region.   The mean economic activity rate for districts classif ied as 
urban was 76.2% in 2004, whilst for districts classified as rural it was 80.9%.   
 
Target: Maintain rural activity rates above 80% and increase urban activity rates  
to 78% in order to increase the overall regional average and decrease disparities 
by 2009. 
 
Comment: The time-series for economic activity rates are very static.  The East 
Midlands rate in 1999 was 80%.  Although it has been consistently above the UK 
average, the regional rate is unlikely to exceed 80% in the lifetime of the RES- 
therefore an absolute regional target would not be appropriate, nor would it 
address the issue of spatial variation. Due to the inward migration of retirees to 
rural parts of the region (which will include a proportion of individuals who still fall 
within the working age group), there is likely to be downward pressure on rural 
activity rates.  Therefore maintaining high activity rates in rural areas whilst 
increasing activity rates in urban areas is a stretching target. 
 
Source: ONS Crown Copyright, ‘Annual Population Survey’ (annual, last release 
is 2004). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
12 Ru ral Evide nce Research Ce ntre, Bi rkbeck College, Unive rsity of Lond on, on be half of 
Department for Enviro nment, Food an d Rural Affairs (DEF RA), ‘ DEFRA Classification of Local 
Authority Districts and Unitary Authorities in England’, July 2005. 
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4.10 Economic Inclusion 
 
To complement the indic ator select ed for the Economic Renewal strategic 
priority, which implies a spat ial focus, an indicator relating to Ec onomic Inclusion 
should focus on groups of individuals.   
 
4.10a The percentage of the population of working age that is claiming key 
benefits 
 
Baseline: The latest estimate for the perce ntage of the worki ng age population 
claiming key benefits 13 as published in Work and Pensions Statistics 2004 
(Department of Work and Pensions) is 12. 3% in the East Midlands, compared to 
13.6% in Great Britain, and 8.7% in the South East (May 2004). 
 
Target:  To reduce the percentage of benefit cl aimants in the East Midlands to 
10.5%.  
 
Comment: The time-series trend for this indicator is fairly static, but has shown 
some improvement.  In May 2002, 12.7% of the East Midlands working age 
population claimed a key benefit, compared to 14% in Great Britain and 8.5% in 
the South East- so there has a reduction in the gap between the East Midlands 
(which has improved slightly more than the national average) and the South 
East. Meeting this target in the lifespan of the RES would be extremely 
stretching, and would require a marked change in trend. 
 
Source: Department of Work and Pens ions, ‘Work and Pensions Statistics’ 
(annual, last release is the 2005 edition- with data relating to May 2004). 
 
 
4.10b Increase economic activity in the bottom decile of Local Authorities 
 
Although economic activity rates in the region have consistently e xceeded the 
national av erage and have rem ained very st able in recent year s, there is still 
considerable disparity  across the region.   Given the flat trend in economic 
activity, and the signif icant ageing of the East Midlands’ populati on, it is unlikely  
that significant increases in ov erall ec onomic activity can be achieved in the 
lifetime of the RES.  Therefore this indicat or relates to the economic activit y of 
those areas which lag well below the regional average.   
 

 
13 ‘ Key benefit s’ in cludes t he follo wing: Jo bseeker’s Allowan ce (JSA); In capacity Benefit (IB); 
Severe Disablement Allowance (S DA); Disability Living Allowance (DLA); and, Income Support  
(IS). 
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Chart 17: Economic activity rates, working age: East Midlands and lowest 
decile of Local Authority Districts/Unitary Authorities, 1999-2004 
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Source: ONS Crown Copyright, ‘Local Area Labour Force Survey’ (annualised), Mar 1999-Feb 
2000 to Mar 2003-Feb 2004, and ‘Annual Population Survey’, January 2004-December 2004, 
from NOMIS, 9th January, 2006 
 
Since 1999, the bottom decile of the Local Authority Districts and Unitary 
Authorities in the region has included t he Three Cities as well as Mansfield , 
Boston, Bolsover, Bassetlaw and Lincoln - so includes lagging areas in the r ural 
as well as urban parts of the region.  Chart 17 above shows that the gap between 
the bottom decile and the regional aver age has narrowed s ince 1999, from 8.1 
percentage points to 7.8 perc entage poin ts.  However, this has occ urred 
alongside a slight decrease in average regional economic activity. 
 
Baseline:  In 2004 the average economic activity in the bottom four districts in 
the East Midlands was 71% compared to  a regional average of 78.8%, a 
difference of 7.8 percentage points. 
 
Target:  To increase the economic activity ra te of the bottom decile of Local 
Authority Districts/Unitary Authorities to 75% of the working age population. 
 
Commentary: As the trend in average economic activity has remained more or 
less stable, with a very slight decrease between 1999 and 2004, a target to 
decrease the gap between the bottom decile and the regional average could 
imply a decrease in the regional average.  Therefore an absolute target of an 
economic activity rate of 75% for the bottom decile of districts has been identified 
as a significant challenge, requiring a 4 percentage point increase by 2009. 
 
Source: ONS Crown Copyright, ‘Annual Population Survey’ (annual, last release 
is 2004). 
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